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INTRODUCTION
Games of all kinds can be exciting, competitive, and extremely fun. Cryptocurrency and
blockchain have unconventionally carved a niche in the gaming sector due to its attractive
ability to integrate them into their networks. Fantasy style games in particular have also
become quite attractive to users looking to focus more on prediction and guessing based
games using real time data or events to coordinate competition. This is seen in fantasy
sports in the athletic world and has even been applied to other forms of entertainment to
make things more interesting.
The team at CryptoGamez is looking to bring the gaming and prediction markets together
to create a platform that allows users to test their luck at making calls on various
markets, sporting events, and other forms of entertainment. The CryptoGamez platform
will be released across three smart chains initially, with them being Binance Smart Chain,
Ethereum, and Tron.
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Our price prediction and sports/event
prediction platform will feature the following:

Rewards for Participation & Winning

Live event outcomes for other forms of
competitions like reality TV, Gaming, and more

Sporting event outcomes, statistical
predictions, score predictions etc

Cryptocurrency price and asset
performance

CRYPTOGAMEZ
EXPERIENCE
Users will find it easy to earn and play with CryptoGamez. Our featured UI is simple to
use and will allow anyone to make their own predictions or calls across the various
options we will have listed now and in the future.
When playing our games:
-Users will simply earn cash back just for playing. Our goal is to create a fair and transparent way for
users to play and win. Sometimes we all have a bad day on the court. Never worry about coming
away empty handed for wanting to have some fun.
-Winning is the ultimate goal and has lucrative rewards based on your risk level. Actively predict
outcomes to earn based on the results of your calls.
-Earn off calls on statistical outcomes of individuals, teams, and more.
-By completing achievements and challenges, bonuses and other rewards are offered for your active
contributions to the network.
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Those playing and predicting on CryptoGamez will have easy access to their overall performance levels. Our
innovative player dashboard will keep you updated on the status of your calls and your past history. This will
allow you to trend and analyze your past successes and failures to further strategize and plan your next move. It
also allows our dashboard to act as a mock trading platform, allowing you direct access to cryptocurrency
market cap information to keep you on your toes.

CHANGE THE WAY YOU
EXCHANGE & TRADE
Our in house Automated Market Maker will make it simple and easy to trade and swap
the CryptoGamez native token with other assets. The AMM will keep users local and in
the platform allowing for a more simplified user experience.
We are also releasing a bot that will allow users to set stop losses and bids along
directing the bot when to the profit or migrate a percentage of your portfolio to another
asset. Keeping users in the game is also a strong part of our mission.
Trading can be extremely difficult and daunting. Making and losing money causes a
shift of emotions that can cause irrational decision making or quick uncoordinated
calls. This is a recipe for disaster and the team at CryptoGamez wants to keep users
informed and educated with its tools and guides.
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The markets in cryptocurrency are quite competitive and many of those reading this paper may ask how we are poised to
compete with other platforms hosting similar services. The answer is quite simple:

-Our partnerships with an established Launchpad and marketing group that has helped advise and integrate over 100
projects collectively puts us in a massive web of intertwined networks, users, developers, and utility tokens. The possibilities
are endless at CryptoGamez as we build and expand our capabilities across even more smart chains and add new games
and ways to earn cryptocurrency
-The development team has created a platform that can meet the end users expectations while solving glaring problems
with existing competitors. Many of these problems include transparency and provably fair games. One of our main goals is
to provide fair gaming and rewards to our users to keep them playing and earning to their liking.

CRYPTOGAMEZ TOKEN
CGAZ Token will be the featured Token on the CryptoGamez Platform. It will act as a
facilitator of exchange between users and CryptoGamez games and trading tools on the
exchange. It will also be used as a staking, yield farming, and governance token that can be
used to participate in project governance and to receive passive income on your idle crypto.
The CryptoGamez platform and token will feature multiple liquidity pools and will be
featured across the Tron, Ethereum, and Binance Smart Chains. This also means that you
will have increased exposure to upcoming liquidity and staking pools from assets featured
on all 3 platforms. The amount of future utility this platform can generate is endless and our
innovation will always continue to help you make the most of your experience.
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$ 66,250
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Q3,2021

-Project idea
-Launchpad
Partnership
-Community Building
-Presale

Q4,2021

Q1,2022

Q2,2022

-Exchange Listing
-Fantasy Game
Beta Testing
-Staking Launch
-Exchange Beta
Testing

-Fantasy Game
Final Product Launch
-Bot Beta Testing
-Exchange Final
Product Launch

-Bot Final Product
Launch
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